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Abslract--Ihe Cyber Scenario Modeling and Reporting Tool
(CyberSMARTrM) is a Web-based, scalable, collaborative tool
developed under the Department of Homeland Security Science
and Technology (DHS S&T) directorate that enables a cyber
exercise planning team to research, organize, enter, and edit
critical exercise background information. It is built specifically to
address some ofthe unique challenges that are encountered in the
design and execution of exercises containing major cyber
elements. It allows the exercise planning team to develop and
validate scenario elements to ensure that they are logical, that
they do not conflict with each other, and that they meet the
specific objectives of each exercise. The CyberSMARTrM
Exercise Execution Engine (EEE) provides exercise conduct
teams with a mechanism for delivering individual injects from
the master scenario events list (MSEL) to exercise participants. It
creates an immersive environment in which participants can
build situational awareness based on indicators and warnings
extracted from the scenario events. Participants provide
responses to threats as they are identified. Responses are based
upon organizational strategies and can be analyzed in after action

review.
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I.

INTRODUCTIoN

Critical infrastructure providers in all public and private
sectors are growing increasingly dependent upon sophisticated,
interdependent information systems to provide services that are

essential

to the flrnctioning of the American economy

and

society. These systems are more commonly being connected to
larger networks and to the Internet. Each ofthese IT resources,
while indispensable, provides a potential attack vector through

which critical data and business continuity can

be

compromised.

Because

of our nation's

infrastructure. These exercises should also have appropriate

time dedicated to after action review (AAR) such that
participants can verify whether organizational incident
response plans were followed, assess whether these plans were

effective, and investigate what alternative actions could have
led to a more favorable outcome if applicable. Exercises
following this format allow for evaluation and objective

assessments of current policies and procedures, and help
organizations fortify thek critical infrastructure and prepare for
actual cyber interruptions.

II.

BACKGRoUND

In Mr.

Marshall's introduction of the Cyber Scenario
Modeling and Reporting Tool (CyberSMARTrg to the
Cybersecurity Applications & Technology Conference for
Homeland Security

[],

the case was made that cyber exercises

require a unique, detailed process for collecting, organizing,
and incorporattng daÍa into a credible exercise scenario.
Today's critical infrastructure is increasingly complex, interreliant, and controlled by information technology that is almost
always connected to the Internet. In a cyber exercise, the
"playing field" is a series of complex networks of information
systems that control our critical infrastructures. Within those
networks, a diverse collection of computers, routers, and
control systems enable electronic transactions that are essential
to business and government continuþ. These networks, largely
owned by the private sector, are diff,rcult to characterize even
by the people who keep them running on a daily basis. Because
cyber exercises fundamentally involve complex,
geographically dispersed IT systems, background knowledge of

each participating organizalion's information technology
assets, and the electronic transactions supported by those
assets, is requisite to the creation of a compelling, meaningful
exercise scenario. This technical content, which we refer to as

dependence

upon critical

infrastructure providers, and because of the important role
cyber assets play in their respective business models, a
disruption to the information infrastructure of any one of these
organizations threatens the security of the United States, and
requires a well-developed and thoroughly rehearsed response
doctrine. Cyber incident response plans can be developed,
refined, and tested through training activities and exercises

similar to what has been done for traditional emergency
response teams; but such preparedness exercises must reflect
plausible cyber events that could occur on existing information
DHS Science and Technology Directorate

the "gamespace" of the exercise, must be organized in

a

coherent way that provides value and validity to the exercise.

Additionally, unlike traditional emergency

response

exercises, most cyber exercises require the voluntary
participation of a variety of organizations from the public,
private, and academic sectors. A cyber exercise planning team
must give careful consideration to the diversity of participants
and their differing IT assets, monitoring methods, and response
doctrines. The exercise master scenario events list (MSEL)
must be developed such that it presents a clear, reasonable

scenario to participants, and each event can be easily

backto organizalional and exercise objectives.

mapped

CybeTSMART does not replace HSEEP guidance regarding

exercise planning, documentation, evaluation, logistics
planning, or project management. CybeTSMART was
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As occurs with genuine cyber incidents, the present danger to a
participant's organization may not initially be clear or obvious.
This knowledgð of the threatiandscape is built up over time as
more data that fill in the risk picture are made available to
participants.

CybeTSMART was initially developed to address the
diffrculties experienced by exercise planning teams in national
cyber exercises. It is a Web-based, scalable, collaborative tool
that aids exercise planning teams in researching, organiztng,
creating, and editing a credible scenario for a cyber exercise. It
guides exercise developers through a structured planning
process, allowing members of the exercise planning team to
work both collaboratively and independently behind a secure
portal.
Recent development on CybeTSMART has introduced an
Exercise Execution Engine (EEE) as an interactive, computerassisted environment for effective cyber exercise participation.
The EEE allows an exercise controller to manage the exercise

by

controlling scenario time and dynamically adding,
removing, or editing the MSEL injects as necessary. When a
MSEL inject is ready for execution, it is delivered to the
specified target organization(s) automatically. These injects
arrive in player dashboards via an e-mail-like interface where
players may view the observable effects of the inject and
respond accordingly. The inject delivery system supports
multiple media types to allow for an engaging atmosphere.
Exercise players can use this e-mail-like system to respond to
the injected event and to communicate with other participants.
A system-wide instant chat window is also available to allow
for event response and easy participant communication.

ru.
A.

Cye¡R

EXERCISE PI-emNrNc

wIrH CYB¡nSMART

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program
CybeTSMART was developed to enhance existing guidance

on exercise development created by the Deparfment of
Homeland Security. The Homeland Security Exercise and
Evaluation Program (HSEEP) is a series of documents that
provides guidance for state and local first responders and
emergency managers to create and execute valuable and
effective training exercises. HSEEP guidance is an all-hazards
approach to planning, execution, and review of exercises to
prepare for accidents, natural disasters, and terrorist acts across
the spectrum of catastrophic events. HSEEP lays out planning
timelines, exercise deliverables, conference schedules and
activities, logistic support, exercise conduct, and exercise

evaluation.

In addition, HSEEP provides example
and guidance for building and

documentation formats

managing a complete exercise program.

Concepts and Objectives Meeting (C&O)

Initial Planning Conference (IPC)
Mid_Term planning Conference (MpC)
Final Planning Conference (FPC)

The CybeTSMART process is aligned with the HSEEP
planning conferences and provides guidance for the discussions
held during each conference, as well as the information that
must be gathered between conferences. CybeTSMART provides
a detailed plan beginning with objectives and ending with a
MSEL. In order to further clarify HSEEP concepts as they
apply to cyber security exercises, the CybeTSMART team
drafted an annex to the HSEEP policy and guidance volumes
that was submitted for consideration in 2008.

B.

The CybeTSMART Three-Track Planning Approach

Rather than build individual MSEL injects as stand-alone
objects, the CybeTSMART planning module uses a three-track
approach (Fig. 1) to guide planners, begiming with identi$ing
the objectives of the exercise. Both sponsors and participants

identify objectives for exercise involvement. Allowing

participants to define their own objectives enables their greater
participation in the scenario and helps them realize the value of
the exercise to their particular orgatizational needs.

In parallel with the development of

exercise objectives,

exercise designers define transactions, IT assets, and
participating roles (players) for each contributing organization.
This technical background information is referred to as the
"gamespace" and is the key to the CybeTSMART approach to
exercise planning. By focusing on the transactions necessary to
maintain business continuity first, then identifying information
assets that support those Íansactions, the scenario development

team can create an attack scenario that

emphasizes

infrastructure protection issues rather than specific cyber attack
methods. The scenario events themselves are more credible,
since they incorporate accurate information about the context
of the attack.

The information collected from the objectives

and

gamespace tracks of the planning process feeds into the
scenario construction. Problem sets are the cornerstone of the
scenario development process. Problems sets are derived from
exercise objectives, and they collectively define a series of
challenges that exercise participants will face. Each problem
set contains a number of event threads. Event threads define
more narrowly a series of events that are bounded by a time
window and focused on a subset of the exercise modules such
as prevention, response, or recovery. Finally, each event thread
will contain several scenario events, which are the discrete
events that make up the final master scenario events list.
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Objectives track (top), scenario track (middle), and gamespace track (bottom) as they align with HSEEP milestones.

C. Exercise Planning Roles
A Cyber exercise planning team will typically employ
several different levels of scenario developer. Exercise
development professionals, cyber secwity and cyber threat
subject matter experts, organizational subject matter experts,
and even mid-level and highJevel government policy makers

may be involved

in

building an exercise, its scenario,
objectives, and MSEL. Depending on the scope and scale of
the exercise, the number of team members involved in these
functions may number from a few to several dozen.

CybeTSMART supports

the following user types for

exercise planning: exercise scenario director, exercise scenario
designer, subject matter expert, and observer. The exercise
scenario director is the lead person on the exercise scenario
design team. The scenario director is responsible for defuring
the exercise objectives and the exercise description. Subject
matter experts (SMEs) will construct a representation of their

respective organizations, including

IT

assets, critical

information paths and transactions, and Internet dependencies.
SMEs will be able to build these representations to a much

higher degree

of

accuracy and detail than

the

scenario

designers, because of their knowledge and experience with
their organizations. It is likely that all organizations will have
provided information necessary for the exercise with an
agreement that the information be strictþ protected against

disclosure.

To

Finrl
Pl.nnlng
Conf¡nnce

account

for

issues

of

conhdentiality

and

perceived risk on the part of participating organizations, a
permissions-based hierarchy for exercise developer roles is

D.

Transition to Exercise Conduct

After the MSEL has been generated, the exercise planning
team has an opportunþ to furalize the MSEL at the FPC.
CybeTSMART provides the exercise planning team with an
event review interface, where users can filter events by such
parameters as status, type, planned time of execution, or sectors
affected. Furthermore, team members can set the status of each
event from draft or preliminary to approved or suspended to
fnalize the entire MSEL.

Once the scenario has been finalized, the exercise

development team will have produced a complete MSEL,
ground truth, and gamespace definition that can be fed into the
exercise execution engine as shown in Fig. 2. The exercise
director can use CybeTSMART to assign exercise conduct
roles, as def,rned below, for new or existing users. Upon

initiating the transition into exercise execution in

CyberSMART, a copy of the exercise is made so that it can be
in its completed state prior to any changes that are
made to the MSEL during conduct. Changes that are made
during conduct are also preserved, but in a conduct instance
specific copy ofthe original exercise.

preserved

IV.

E)GRCISE CONDUCT WITH CYBERSMART

V/ith the addition of the exercise execution engine (EEE) to
CyberSMART, exercise teams can transition seamlessly into
the conduct phase of the exercise and fully leverage the

employed. Subject matter experts will have permissions
allowing them to enter information and review data only

objectives, gamespace, and scenario that were developed in the
planning phase. At a high level the EEE consists of a data store,
participant interfaces, MSEL shooter, message board, and

regarding their speciflrc organization(s), but will not be allowed
to see the data of other organizations, some of whom may be
competitors.

facilitate distributed, decentralized exercises.

logger. The participant interfaces maintain the \Veb-based,
simple user interface employed by the planning module to

Figrre

A.

2.

CybeTSMART scenario planning to exercise execution process flow

exercise controller, but cannot directly change the MSEL,

Exercise Conduct Roles

simulation time, or gamespace information.

Experience indicates that differentiating participant roles is
critical to the successful conduct of a cyber exercise [2]. This

not only facilitates a smooth exercise execution, but also
ensures a secure environment where participants may only
access information associated with their role. It is critical that
an organualion's sensitive information be kept private and not

made accessible

to

parties external

to the organization.

CybeTSMART enforces these rules early in the scenario
development phase, and this role separation continues through

the execution and after-action analysis phases. Fig. 3 illustrates
three main categories into which the roles are aligned: exercise
roles, organization roles, and sim cell roles.

Under the exercise roles, the exercise controllers

are

responsible for the general flow and progress of the exercise.
The exercise controllers manage the MSEL by ensuring that
events are triggered at appropriate times and making dynamic
changes to the list as required based upon the needs ofexercise
participants. They also have the ability to regulate scenario
time-slowing or speeding the simulated passage of time as
required for exercise continuity. Depending on the size of the

exercise, one

or more individuals may

serve as exercise

controllers. An exercise observer can view the same data as the

Under organization roles, organization controllers see the
complete list of MSEL injects assigned to their organizaÍion.
They view the organuation gamespace and provide situational
awareness to their organizaÍion's players. The organization
controllers communicate with their orgatization's players and
the exercise controller to request dynamic changes to the
MSEL injects as necessary. This helps organizations to
maximize their abilþ to meet their objectives for the exercise.
Organization players receive the delivered injects targeted for
their organization. The injects contain observable effects that
the players use to decide how to respond according to their
organization's policies and procedures. Their actions and
responses are captured by CybeTSMART for after-action
analysis. Organizalion players can use the CybeTSMART chat
and e-mail interfaces to communicate with other participants in
an information gathering phase as they try to determine how to
respond to MSEL injects. Organization observers have the
same views as the organization controller, but it is a read-only
display. Observers camot directly respond to MSEL injects for
their organization.
Sim cell participants act as proxies for organizations that
are not participating in the exercise but that are necessary to
creale a complete scenario. They can access specified areas of
the gamespace, and are used to provide situational awareness to
organization conÍollers and players. They may also coordinate
dynamic changes to the exercise as they deem necessary
through the exercise controller.

B.

@
Figure 3.

CybeTSMART exercise execution hierarchy of roles.

Exercise Conduct User Interface

The user interfaces (or dashboards) provide a central
location for participants to interact with the exercise and other
participants. Rather than a single, all-encompassing dashboard
for all participants, each role has a dashboard tailored to its
unique needs and privileges. This ensures that all players have

quick and easy access to the indicators and controls needed to
perform their assigned role(s), while also limiting their access
to data beyond the scope oftheir role(s).

V,

FUTURE WoRK

execution engine offers exercise conduct teams an immersive
environment in which the objective, gamespace, and scenario
development from the planning module can be fully utilized to
present exercise players with a conceivable cyber incident
scenario against which response doctrines can be tested and
refined'

The CybersMART scenario planning module is available
for use by any organization that is preparing an exercise that
AcrNowrsoGMENT
includes byber aqpects, and the cibe;SMÀRT development
team is seeking feedback from users of the tool. The exercise
The CybeTSMART team gratefully acknowledges support
execution engine described above is in active development, and and guidance from Douglas Maughan, Greg Wigton and
a prototype will be available in January 2013 for use in Jennifer Mekis, each representing the DHS Science and
exercise conduct.
Technology Directorate; Glenn Fiedelholtz and Bridgette

S&-r &Ëii,Tf; ,'ff,Rit.È3'#ïi,fJJ':drï#'9,-?tlå"f,
)^-:::, ;ï :iî clarke, Brian weston, and Kamran Atri

rhe cvbersMARr team is arso working with DHS
and FEMA on investigating a possible transition plan to
eventually host rhe tool õn tnõ gsnBp Enrerprise platform [3i

this would allow cyberSMART to share

exercise inrormatiá'n
with other appricatións through srandardized -essaging ove,"ä
cornmon enterprise service bus, and would provide more
seamless integration into other tools in the HSEEP exercise

3q:g:^*::t]1
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support system. CybeTSMART can also be transitioned for
hosting on isolated networks, such as cyber test ranges, as

needed'

from the FEMA National

Preparedness
$rED); and
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